Towards the Development of a Minimal Cell Model by Generalization of a Model of Escherichia coli: Use of Dimensionless Rate Parameters
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Abstract: A model of a minimal cell would be a valuable tool in identifying the organizing principles that relate the static sequence information of the genome to the dynamic functioning of the living cell. Our approach for developing a minimal cell model is to first generalize an existing model of Escherichia coli by expressing reaction rates as ratios to a set of reference parameters. This generalized model is a prototype minimal cell model that will be developed by adding detail to explicitly include each chemical species. We tested the concept of a generalized model by testing the effect of scaling all enzyme-catalyzed reactions in the E. coli model. The scaling has little effect on cellular function for a wide range of kinetic ratios, where the kinetic ratio is defined as the rate of all enzyme-catalyzed reactions in a given model relative to those in the E. coli model. © 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Biotechnol Bioeng 76: 187–192, 2001.
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INTRODUCTION

Complete DNA sequences for an organism and the capacity to profile total mRNA and protein content provide data to relate the genome to phenotypic capabilities, but a theoretical construct to accomplish this objective is missing. Most current attempts to relate genomic data to phenotype are static approaches, translating static sequence information into static descriptions of cells. Because a cell experiences continuous changes over time, and since some cellular processes are cyclic, a realistic functional analysis of a cell ultimately requires dynamic analysis. Our approach is to work backwards from the functional requirements of a dynamic cell to understand the restrictions this places on the genome. Our overall goal is a model of a minimal cell, in which all the chemical species in a cell and their dynamic relationships with one another are explicitly represented. The specific goal of this communication is to test whether we can generalize a previous model of E. coli by using dimensionless rate parameters.

A minimal cell can be defined as the simplest free-living microbe that is capable of growth and self-replication. The purpose of creating a minimal cell model is to identify those functions that are essential to life and to consider the relationship of genome arrangement to the regulation of those functions. The organism with the smallest genome found in nature is Mycoplasma genitalium, a wall-less bacteria with a 580 kb genome that includes 480 protein-coding genes plus 37 genes for RNA species (Fraser et al., 1995). To identify nonessential genes in M. genitalium, Hutchison et al. (1999) randomly inserted a transposon into the genomes of M. genitalium and closely related Mycoplasma pneumoniae. This procedure presumably disrupts the functions of genes containing the transposon; if cells with an insertion in a gene were still viable, that gene was ruled out of the essential gene set. Using this approach, Hutchison et al. estimated that 265 to 350 of the genes of M. genitalium are essential under laboratory growth conditions. Mushegian and Koonin (1996) used another approach to identify a minimal gene set. They compared the genomes of M. genitalium and distantly related Haemophilus influenzae, reasoning that the genes conserved in these species must be essential. With this approach, they identified a set of 256 genes that they deemed to be “close to the minimal gene set that is necessary and sufficient to sustain the existence of a modern-type cell.” These experiments are important in the context of a minimal cell model because they provide a set of postulated essential genes to include in the model. The minimal cell model that we are developing is based on an earlier model of Escherichia coli described elsewhere (Domach et al., 1984; Shuler et al., 1979; Shuler, 1999). This model is distinct from the detailed metabolic mapping of Edwards and Palsson (2000), who generated a stoichiometric matrix from the genome of E. coli; our model is a dynamic model of a free-living cell. The model uses deterministic equations to calculate forward in time from a set of initial conditions and accurately predicts many dynamic responses of E. coli to...
changes in environment. The deterministic nature of the equations is justified by considering a cell population in which the model is for an average cell. Cell shape, size, and composition are not constrained and are free to change in response to changing environment. The E. coli model simplifies the cell by lumping pools of related components; for instance, a single pool represents all ribonucleotides. Despite this lumping, the model explicitly accounts for all essential functions, such as DNA replication, transcription, translation, and transport of nutrients across the cell membrane. Although the minimal cell model will eventually represent each chemical species in a cell individually, the lumped-species representation of the E. coli model provides a modular framework in which molecular details can be added to each module.

Because the model we are creating is of a hypothetical cell, the numerical values in the model for rate constants, association constants, and other user-specified numerical parameters should not be constrained to the numerical values associated with E. coli. In fact, the minimal cell must have a different set of kinetic requirements than E. coli because of its reduced genome size. For instance, one mode for reducing genome size is to use the same enzyme for several reactions by reducing its specificity. We hypothesize that the relative rate constant of a reaction in relation to other rate constants in related reactions is the key factor in determining cellular function; the absolute numerical value of the rate constant becomes important only because the numerical values of other rate constants are determined.

We tested this hypothesis with simulations, and here we present the results and compare them with published data. We also present methods to keep the model kinetically consistent when incorporating additional detail or when reducing the specificity of enzymes in the minimal cell model.

**METHODS AND MATERIALS**

**Escherichia coli Model**

The model of E. coli that we used as the basis for our prototype minimal cell model has been described fully elsewhere (Domach et al., 1984; Shuler, 1999; Shuler et al., 1979). The model uses deterministic equations to describe, for an average cell, the rate of change of each biochemical pool based on the cell’s current composition and environment. The representation of most chemical species is based on pools of macromolecules, such as DNA or protein; some chemical species that have been identified as important to cellular control, such as guanosine tetraphosphate (ppGpp), are represented explicitly.

**Kinetic Ratio**

We defined the kinetic ratio as the rate of all enzyme-catalyzed reactions in a given model relative to those in the E. coli model. For models with different kinetic ratios, the reaction rates relative to one another will remain the same as in the E. coli model. As an example, examine the equation controlling the biosynthesis of amino acids, Eq. (8) of Domach et al. (1984):

\[
\left( \frac{dP_1}{dt} \right)_S = k_1 \left( \frac{K_P_1}{P_1 + K_P_1} \right) \left( \frac{A_1}{V} \right) \left( \frac{A_2}{V} \right) \left( \frac{K_P_2 + A_2}{A_2} \right) \left( \frac{1}{K_P_2} \right)
\]

where \( P_1 \) is the mass of amino acids per cell, \( A_1 \) is the mass of intracellular ammonium ion, \( A_2 \) is the mass of intracellular glucose and associated compounds, \( V \) is the cell volume, \( k_1 \) is the maximum rate of amino acid synthesis per unit cell volume, and \( K_P_1, K_P_2, A_1, \) and \( A_2 \) are saturated constants. This equation, and all similar enzyme-catalyzed equations, is multiplied by the kinetic ratio in the generalized minimal cell model, in effect changing the value of \( k_1 \).

We examined changes in the cell’s composition and growth rate for kinetic ratios ranging from 0.05 to 10. We also examined the effects of perturbations (mutations or environmental changes) on cells with different kinetic ratios.

Because not all rates of change in an organism are enzyme-catalyzed, the kinetic ratio is not a simple nondimensionalization of time. Using a factor to nondimensionalize time results in a model in which cellular response remains exactly the same, except on a faster or slower scale. The difference in our kinetic ratio simulations is that we only scale reaction rates that are catalyzed by enzymes, not rates that are purely physical. Analysis of the E. coli model yielded only one reaction falling into this category, that of membrane proton leakage. This reaction is part of Eq. (4) in Domach et al. (1984):

\[
\frac{dX}{dt} = \omega_A R_A S + \left( \omega_B + \omega_S \right) \sum M_i + k_M S + \omega_M \left( \frac{dP_s}{dt} \right)_S
\]

where \( X \) is the total amount of reducing power, \( R_A \) is the rate of ammonium ion transport, \( \sum A_i, \sum P_i, \) and \( \sum M_i \) are the sums of nutrients, precursors, and macromolecules, respectively, \( \left( \frac{dP_s}{dt} \right)_S \) is the rate of deoxynucleobase synthesis, and \( \omega \)'s are reactant-use stoichiometries; \( \omega_M \) from the original model is here denoted as \( k_M \) to emphasize that it is, in fact, a rate. This \( k_M \) factor, the rate of proton leakage across the cell membrane per surface area, should not be scaled; it is a purely physical property of the cell (presumably depending only on the makeup of the cell membrane and cell wall). This is in contrast to the other cellular reaction rates, which are enzyme-mediated and depend on the enzyme activity of a particular species. It is likely that there are other such physical factors in real cells that are not
included in this model. It may be possible for an organism to have evolved a membrane with a different rate of proton leakage that matches the enzyme-controlled rate parameters, but we consider this unlikely and cannot suggest a selective advantage.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of Kinetic Ratio on Growth Rate and Concentrations

The effect of the kinetic ratio on the growth rate is shown in Figure 1. The growth rate compared to the E. coli model scales 1:1 with the kinetic ratio except at low kinetic ratios. At low kinetic ratios, the growth rate is reduced by more than the kinetic ratio, due to the unscaled proton leakage rate (see above). As the other rates are lowered they are dwarfed in magnitude by the rate of proton leakage, causing an increased usage of reducing power that, in turn, leads to increased catabolism of glucose. The cells grow slower because they are, in effect, starved for glucose. Figure 2 shows the change in average intracellular concentrations of selected cellular components for low kinetic ratios and for a reduced availability of external glucose; the effect on the cells is nearly identical, indicating that the lowered kinetic ratios produce the same response as lowered levels of glucose. At higher kinetic ratios, the average intracellular concentrations of all chemical species are essentially constant.

Perturbations in Cells With Different Kinetic Ratios

The effect of mutation or changes in the extracellular environment on cells with different kinetic ratios was also examined. In these simulations we compared the response of cells with two different kinetic ratios, 0.5 and 2.0, to the response of the unchanged model (Fig. 3). To simulate mutation, the rate constant of a specific reaction was halved in each model. Figure 3 shows the response of the cells with
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Figure 1. Relative growth rate as a function of the kinetic ratio. The relative growth rate is the growth rate divided by the growth rate at kinetic ratio = 1.

Comparison to Published Data

This result, in addition to the high level of correlation of kinetic ratio to growth rate, shows that the overall cellular response depends only on the ratios of reaction rates to one another, which remain the same over a wide range of kinetic ratios. These results also imply that if relative reaction rates are the same, organisms with similar function (e.g., eubacteria) will have the same intracellular concentrations. For the macromolecules RNA, DNA, and protein, this appears to be true. The reported compositions of the bacteria Salmonella typhimurium (Schaechter et al., 1958), Aerobacter aerogenes (Herbert, 1959), Bacillus megaterium (Herbert, 1959), Klebsiella aerogenes (Mulder et al., 1988), Acinetobacter calcoceticus (du Preez et al., 1984), and E. coli (Bremer and Dennis, 1996) are compared at different growth rates in Figure 4. The compositions of these bacteria are comparable across a wide range of growth rates, which could imply that the relative reaction rates are the same. Alternatively, the relative reactions rates could be different, but the differences could cancel each other leading to similar cellular composition. One should be cautious in interpreting these data, because similarities in cellular response need not imply similarities in individual reaction rates. However, the data in Figure 4 are consistent with our hypothesis that organisms with similar function will have the same relative reaction rates.

Comparison to Theories

A rich literature has been devoted to the allometric relationships between size and function, particularly in higher eukaryotes (Calder, 1984; McMahon and Bonner, 1983; Peters, 1983; Schmidt-Nielsen, 1984). One consequence of these studies has been the empirical observation that, for a wide range of organism size, the basal metabolic rate of an organism is proportional to the 3/4 power of its mass. Most allometric regressions reported do not consider bacteria, but the few cases in which bacteria have been studied do not indicate substantial deviations (Hendriks, 1999). The relationship of our study to these allometric correlations is that
a key underlying factor is the leakage of energy and materials, which is proportional to the organism's surface area, while mass is proportional to volume. In our model, this factor led to our leaving the rate of membrane proton leakage unscaled. In the limit of low kinetic ratios (where the effect of proton leakage becomes important) our model predicts that the basal metabolic rate scales directly with surface area.

Donachie (1968), Churchward et al. (1982), and Cooper and Helmstetter (1968) predicted the composition of bacteria as a function of doubling time $\tau$ (Table I). The composition also depends on the time necessary for chromosome replication (C period), the time between completion of replication and division (D period), protein per origin ($P_O$), ribosome activity, and peptide-chain-elongation rate ($c_p$). As the kinetic ratios are changed in our model, the C period and D period scale closely with the doubling time and the protein per origin ($P_O$) stays constant. Equation (3) demonstrates that the protein per cell will be unaffected by the kinetic ratio since the effect of the changing doubling time

**Figure 2.** Average intracellular concentrations of various components at low kinetic ratios (left) or reduced availability of external glucose (right). A1 = ammonium ion, A2 = glucose, P1 = amino acids, P2 = ribonucleotides, P3 = deoxyribonucleotides, P4 = cell envelope precursors, M1 = protein, M2 = RNA, M3 = DNA, M4 = cell envelope, M5 = glycogen.
is canceled by the effect of the changed C period and D period. Similarly, because the ribosome activity is unaffected by the kinetic ratio and the peptide elongation rate scales inversely with doubling time, Eq. (4) predicts no change in RNA per cell at different kinetic ratios. Equation (5) predicts no change in DNA per cell at different kinetic ratios. The cancellation of effects in these equations explains why the composition in our model is invariant except at low kinetic ratios.

Towards a Minimal Cell Model

The scaling presented here is a first step towards a minimal cell model, but as detail is added, more kinetic adjustments will be necessary. Dividing the lumped species of the model into individual species will require new kinetic details and parameters. However, the lumped species model adds a constraint: the mass balances for the individual species must add up to the values for the lumped species to remain consistent. Another task that we will face is in broadening the specificity of enzymes. One way that mycoplasmas have reduced their genome size is by using enzymes with broadened specificity, so that the same enzyme can carry out several related reactions. Even if the less-specific enzyme can carry out the reactions at the same maximal rate, the kinetics will be affected by competitive inhibition of the multiple substrates.

The generalized model presented here is based on metabolic modules that will be expanded with more chemical detail as the model is developed. We are currently developing detailed subnetworks to describe the initiation of DNA replication and the regulation of molecular transport. As a working prototype, this model will enable us to begin to understand the relationship between genome sequence and cellular function. The minimal cell model will enable us to determine the optimal or near optimal methods of regulation for essential life processes, which will help us identify rules for regulation of function in general. Our work here demonstrates that the absolute values of numerical parameters associated with kinetic rates in cells are unimportant provided that the ratios of rate constants relative to one another stay the same. In this way, we can create a dimensionless cell model in which the functional properties of the cell are retained. Thus a minimal cell based on a hypothetical set of properties using dimensionless parameters should still provide realistic insight into cellular regulation.
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